In this room ______________ WTHR 560

Faculty or senior staff in charge: _______________________________ Linda Swihart 3/3/08

signature        date

Top Rules and requirements (circle, modify, make completely clear)

A. eye protection: splash goggles, at hood & at bench

B. working alone with hazards: never

C. footwear required: complete foot covered at all times

D. leg covering required: cover to knee at all times

E. eating in room allowed: at desk only

F. further rules for PPE and behavior at:
   Hazard assessment certification posted in room includes more detailed rules for
   PPE use and behavior regarding hood & shower & eyewash.

Signatures: You may not enter this room if your signature is not on the RoomRules document.

instructions for use of “RoomRules” poster at page 2
Instructions for “RoomRules” poster

1. Indicate building and room # at top.

2. If signature is not legible, add printed name. If a faculty member is associated with the room, the rules are the responsibility of that person, and that person’s signature is required.

3. Modify in whatever manner suits the needs of your space and post in one or more conspicuous locations in the room.

4. Ensure that in any particular room, the rules are clear and consistent.

Examples and archived rooms are available at www.chem.purdue.edu/chemsafety/SOPs/ RoomRules.htm